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1. INTRODUCTION
In many biological experiments and ecological, psychological, or medical
studies, the subjects are observed repeatedly under different or under the
same conditions. Such designs can be described by several more or less
complicated models which come under the framework of mixed models.
They include growth curves, longitudinal data, or repeated measures
designs where a special structure for the dependencies of the multivariate
observations, e.g., the compound symmetry, may or may not be assumed.
The theory for parametric as well as for semi-parametric mixed models
is well developed and is excellently described in some recent textbooks
(see, e.g., Davidian and Giltinan, 1995; Diggle, Liang, and Zeger, 1994;
Kshirsagar and Smith, 1995; or Lindsey, 1993). For nonparametric models,
however, where only the distribution functions of the observations are used
to define treatment effects or to express hypotheses, the theory is less
developed, particularly when several factors are present in the trial.
The first ideas to use he so-called marginal model to define treatment
effects in a nonparametric mixed model date back to Hollander, Pledger,
and Lin (1974) and Govindarajulu (1975) and were extended later on and
studied in more detail by Brunner and Neumann (1982), Thompson (1990,
1991), and Brunner and Denker (1994). In this marginal model, a treat-
ment effect is defined through the marginal distributions Fj , j=1, ..., d of
Xk=(Xk1 , ..., Xkd)$ where Xk is the vector of observations for subject k.
The observations Xkj and Xk$j $ coming from different subjects k and k$ are
assumed to be independent while the observations Xkj and Xkj $ from the
same subject may be dependent. Then, a treatment effect can be defined in
the same way as for the WilcoxonMannWhitney statistic or for the
KruskalWallis statistic with independent observations. Both statistics are
based on consistent estimates of the quantities pj= H dFj , where
H=d &1 dj=1 F j denotes the mean of the marginal distributions. The
quantities pj are called relative treatment effects, because they measure the
effect of the treatment j with respect to the mean H of all distributions in
the experiment, and are estimated in a natural way by replacing the dis-
tributions by their empirical counterparts F j and H respectively. It is well
known that the estimator p^j= H dF j can be computed from the ranks Rkj
over all (dependent and independent) observations Xkj , k=1, ..., n,
j=1, ..., d. Thus, the concept of the marginal model leads to the problem
of considering the distribution of rank statistics which use a ranking over
dependent and independent observations. For historical review of rank
methods for mixed models, we refer to Brunner and Puri (1996) or Akritas
and Brunner (1997).
A general formulation of hypotheses in nonparametric models was sug-
gested by Akritas and Arnold (1994) who introduced the idea to formulate
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the hypotheses for the marginal model in terms of the distribution func-
tions and derived the relevant asymptotic distribution theory under the
null hypothesis as well as under a sequence of nonparametric contiguous
alternatives.
The above results, however, were obtained under the assumption of the
continuity of the distribution functions which means that ties were not
allowed. This is rather an unrealistic assumption for applications. Based on
the ideas of Munzel (1994, 1998), Brunner, Puri and Sun (1995) used the
normalized version of the distribution function F(x)= 12 [F
+ (x)+F& (x)]
and of the empirical distribution function to, derive the asymptotic results
for two-sample rank statistics in mixed models including the case of
arbitrary ties. Here, F+ (x) denotes the right continuous version and
F& (x) denotes the left continuous version of the distribution function of a
random variable. Akritas and Brunner (1997) generalized these results to
factorial designs using the concept of Akritas and Arnold (1994) to for-
mulate nonparametric hypotheses. The advantage of this concept to for-
mulate the hypotheses in terms of the distribution functions is that it
includes models with continuous distribution functions as well as models
with discrete observations (e.g. ordered categorical data). Since the proce-
dures use rankings over all observations, they are robust to outliers as well
as invariant under strictly monotone transformations of the data.
In order to make these procedures broadly applicable for the analysis of
real data sets, several improvements have to be worked out. First, the case
of missing values has to be studied and also the situations where singular
covariance matrices appear in a natural way have to be addressed. For
example, in models with ordered categorical data, singular covariance
matrices appear quite often. If a treatment is very effective, then (at a cer-
tain time point) all subjects may be rated in the same category of the grad-
ing scale for this treatment while the grading scores for the subjects in the
control group may be different. Consider the nice data set of the shoulder
tip pain trial (see, e.g., Lumley, 1996) and assume that the observations of
patient no. 113 at time point 4 and of patient no. 119 at time point 5 would
be missing. Then the estimated variance for the male patients under the
active treatment at time point 4 and the estimated variance for the female
patients under the active treatment at time point 5 becomes 0 and hence,
the estimated covariance matrix becomes singular. It cannot be regarded as
reasonable to delete the two time points from the analysis of the trial in
order to be able to perform the computations. Hence, also singular
covariance matrices have to be included in the concept. In addition, the
special model of compound symmetry where the covariance matrix has a
simple structure, has to be addressed. Moreover, some alternative version
of the Wald-type statistic (WTS) has to be studied since it is well known
that the performance of the WTS is rather poor for small samples sizes (see
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Akritas and Brunner, 1997). It is the aim of the present paper to address
these problems from both the applied as well as the theoretical viewpoint
under the framework of linear rank statistics with general scores.
Organization of the Paper. The paper is organized as follows: In
Section 2, the notations are introduced and the relative treatment effects
and the estimators are defined. These estimators are linear contrasts of rank
statistics. The asymptotic properties of the estimators under the hypothesis
as well as under a sequence of nonparametric alternatives is considered in
Section 3. Consistent estimators for the unknown covariance matrices in
the multivariate model as well as in the compound symmetry model are
also derived in Section 3. Finally, the asymptotic properties of the WTS
and of a proposed simple modification, which is called ANOVA-type
statistic (ATS), are considered in this section. Both statistics are applied in
Section 4 to different designs. Some technical Lemmas which are needed to
prove the theorems in the body of the paper are provided in the Appendix.
2. THE GENERAL MIXED MODEL AND
NONPARAMETRIC HYPOTHESES
In the general mixed model, r treatment groups (the so-called whole-plot
factor) are considered where every treatment group i contains k=1, ..., ni
independent (randomly chosen) subjects. These n= ri+1 n i subjects are
observed repeatedly under j=1, ..., d different (fixed) situations (‘‘treat-
ments,’’ the so-called sub-plot factor) with s=1, ..., mijk replications for
subject k under the treatment combination (i, j). Thus, there are
Mik=dj=1 mijk repeated measures for each subject where the subjects are
repeatedly observed under the same treatment as well as under different
treatments. This general mixed model can be written by independent ran-
dom vectors
Xik =(X$i1k , ..., X$idk)$, i=1, ..., r, k=1, ..., ni , where
Xijk=(Xijk1 , ..., Xijkmijk)$, j=1, ..., d, (2.1)
and where Xijks tF ij (x)= 12 [F +ij (x)+F &ij (x)], i=1, ..., r, j=1, ..., d, k=
1, ..., ni , s=1, ..., mijk (the sign t means ‘‘is distributed as’’). Here, F +ij (x)=
P(Xijksx) is the right continuous version and F &ij (x)=P(X ijks<x) is the
left continuous version of the distribution function. The normalized version
Fij (x) (see Lang, 1993, p. 289) includes continuous as well as discontinuous
distribution functions and is needed for handling ties. To derive the general
results, we do not assume any particular structure for the dependencies of
the components of the vectors Xik except that the Xik are independent,
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i=1, ..., r, k=1, ..., ni and that the bivariate marginal distribution functions
of (Xijks , X ij $ks$) do not depend on k, s and s$, i.e., (Xijks , Xij $ks$)tF ijj $ (x, y).
This assumption is reasonable since the observations with k{k$ are inde-
pendent replications and the observations with s{s$ for the same j and k
are dependent replications of the experiment. We note that this assumption
on the bivariate marginal distribution functions is needed to derive the
asymptotic results under contiguous alternatives (see Theorem 3.4).
The rather general notation introduced above, covers a lot of designs
which are commonly used in practice. For example, if r=1 group of
k=1, ..., n subjects is observed under j=1, ..., d treatments, then F ij #F j ,
j+1, ..., d. This design is called ‘‘one-group repeated measures design.’’ If
there are r groups of subjects then this is the so-called split-plot design. In
the two-fold nested classification with i=1, ..., r treatments, k=1, ..., ni
independent subjects are observed under treatment i where every subject
receives only one treatment but is observed repeatedly s=1, ..., mik times in
order to get a more accurate measurement for the variable of interest. In
total, there are N=ri=1 
ni
k=1 mik observations of n=
r
i=1 ni independent
subjects.
Higher-way layouts are easily described in this setup by splitting the
indices i or j into sub-indices i $, i", ... or j $, j", ..., respectively. Thus, higher-
way layouts with repeated measures or longitudinal data are covered by
the general model defined in (2.1). Note that in most cases with
longitudinal data, mijk=1 or mijk=0 (if the observation is missing). The
case of mijk1 typically occurs when some material, tissue or a set of
individuals is split into several homogeneous parts and the compound sym-
metry model can be used as an appropriate model for this design.
Since no parameters are involved in this setup, we use the distribution
functions Fij (x) to describe an effect (e.g. time effect or treatment effect).
To this end, we consider the so-called relative treatment effects
pij= H(x) dF ij (x) where H(x)=N &1 ri=1 
d
j=1 
ni
k=1 mijkF ij (x) is the
average of all N=ri=1 
d
j=1 
ni
k=1 mijk distribution functions in the
experiment. The relative effects pij may be weighted independently of i and
j by a score function J(u): u # (0, 1)  R with bounded second derivative,
i.e., &J"&=sup0u1 |J"(u)|< and we define the relative scored effect
pij (J)= J[H(x)] dFij (x). We denote by p(J)=( p11 (J), ..., prd (J))$ the
vector of these relative effects which are estimated by replacing H(x) and
Fij (x) by their empirical counterparts. To include also the case of missing
values, let
*ijk ={0,1,
if mijk=0,
if mijk1,
(2.2)
k=1, ..., ni , i=1, ..., r, j=1, ..., d
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and let *ijk mijk=0 if mijk=0. Moreover, a sum is understood to be 0, if
the upper summation limit mijk equals 0. Further, let c(x&Xijks)=0, if the
observation Xijks is missing. Then the empirical functions are defined by
F ij (x)=
1
*ij }
:
ni
k=1
*ijkF ijk (x)
=
1
*ij }
:
ni
k=1
* ijk
mijk
:
mijk
s=1
c(x&X ijk, ), *ij } = :
ni
k=1
*ijk , (2.3)
H (x)=
1
N
:
r
i=1
:
d
j=1
:
ni
k=1
:
mijk
s=1
c(x&Xijks).
Here, c(u)= 12[c
+ (u)+c& (u)] is the normalized version of the counting
functions c+ (u) and c& (u) where c+ (u)=0 or 1 according as u< or 0
and c& (u)=0 or 1 according as u or >0. Note that F ij (x) is the
unweighted mean of F ijk (x)=m&1ijk 
mijk
s=1 c(x&Xijks), k=1, ..., n i where
F ijk (x)=0 if mijk=0. The relative treatment effects pij (J) are estimated by
p^ij (J)=| J(H ) dF ij=
1
*ij }
:
ni
k=1
* ijk
mijk
:
mijk
s=1
J[H (Xijks)]
=
1
*ij }
:
ni
k=1
* ijk
mijk
:
mijk
s=1
,ijks , (2.4)
where , ijks=J[H (Xijks)]=J[1N(Rijks& 12)] is the rank-score of Xijks and
Rijks is the mid-rank of X ijks among all dependent and independent obser-
vations. The quantities J[H(Xijks)] shall be called asymptotic rank-score
transform of Xijks since E[J(H )&J(H)]2  0 under suitable conditions
(see Lemma A.2 in the Appendix) and H (Xijks)=1N(R ijks& 12).
The normalized version H (x) of the combined empirical distribution
function leads automatically to a symmetric definition of H (x), since
H (x) # [12N, 1&(12N)] and thus, unlike in the literature so far, we shall
consider J[H (x)] instead of J[(NN+1) H (x)]. In the sequel, we will
drop the expression ‘‘normalized version’’ for brevity and when using the
above quoted functions, the ‘‘normalized version’’ is understood if not
stated otherwise.
In the nonparametric setup introduced above, hypotheses are formulated
by the distribution functions F ij . Let F=(F11 , ..., Frd)$ denote the vector of
the distribution functions and let C denote a contrast matrix, i.e., C1=0
where 1=(1, ..., 1)$ and 0=(0, ..., 0)$. Then a nonparametric hypothesis in
its most general form is written as H F0 : CF=0. For mixed models, such
hypotheses have been introduced by Akritas and Arnold (1994) and have
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been further developed and discussed by Akritas and Brunner (1997) and
by Brunner and Puri (1996). For details, we refer to these papers. Some
examples for nonparametric hypotheses are given in Section 4.
3. ASYMPTOTIC RESULTS
In this section, we derive the asymptotic distribution of - n Cp^(J)=
- n C( p^11 (J), ..., p^rd (J))$ under the hypothesis H F0 : CF=0 as well as under
a sequence of contiguous alternatives. Our results extend those of Akritas
and Brunner (1997) to mixed models with missing values. We also consider
the cases with singular covariance matrices as well as compound symmetry
models. All these problems are studied under one general framework using
the linear rank statistics with general scores. Moreover, for testing the non-
parametric hypothesis H F0 : CF=0, we investigate the properties of the
ANOVA-type statistic ATS and compare it with the Wald-type statistic
WTS.
3.1. Consistency and Basic Asymptotic Equivalence
Note that *ij } , is the number of subjects within treatment i with no
missing observations in the j th level of the sub-plot factor. Let
n0= min
1ir, 1 jd
*ij } . (3.1)
The asymptotic results are derived under the following assumptions:
Assumptions. (A1) 0mijkm0<, i.e., the number of replications
of a fixed treatment combination (i, j) within one subject is uniformly
bounded for all subjects and treatments,
(A2) n*ij } N0<, i=1, ..., r, j=1, ..., d, i.e., the ratio of the total
number of subjects and the number of subjects with no missing values for
treatment combination (i, j) is uniformly bounded,
(A3) &J"&<, i.e., the score function J( } ) has a bounded second
derivative.
First, we show that p^ij (J) given in (2.4), is consistent for pij (J)=
 J(H) dFij in the sense of the following proposition.
Proposition 3.1. Let Xik be as defined in (2.1) and let J(u) denote a
score function with bounded first derivative, i.e., &J$&<. Further let *ijk
and n0 be as defined in (2.2) and (3.1), respectively. If n0  , then under
the assumption (A1), E( p^ij (J)& p ij (J))2  0, i=1, ..., r, j=1, ..., d.
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Proof. Let .(Xijks)=J[H(Xijks)]& J(H) dFij and note that E[.(Xijks)
.(Xi $j $k$s$)]=0 if (i, k){(i $, k$). Then by the cr -inequality, Jensen’s
inequality, Lemma A.2(2) (in the Appendix) and by independence,
E( p^ij (J)& pij (J))2
=E _| J(H ) dF ij&| J(H) dFij&
2
=E \| [J(H )&J(H)] dF ij+| J(H) d(F ij&F ij)+
2

2
*ij }
:
ni
k=1
* ijk
m ijk
:
mijk
s=1
E(J[H (Xijks)]&J[H(X ijks)])2
+
2
*2ij }
:
ni
k=1
:
ni
k$=1
*ijk*ijk$
mijkmijk$
:
mijk
s=1
:
mijk$
s=1
E[.(Xiks) .(Xijk$s$)]

2m0 &J$&2
n0r
+
2 &J&2
n0
=O \ 1n0+ . K
Next, the basic asymptotic equivalence is stated.
Theorem 3.2. Let Xik be as in Proposition 3.1, let F=(F11 , ..., Frd)$ and
F =(F 11 , ..., F rd)$ where F ij is given in (2.3). Further, let n=ri=1 ni denote
the total number of subjects and let n0 be as defined in (3.1). If n0  , then,
under the assumptions (A1)(A3),
- n | J(H ) d(F &F)=.. - n | J(H) d(F &F)
=- n \Y } } (J)&| J(H) dF+ ,
where
Y } } (J)=(Y $1 } } (J), ..., Y $r } } (J))$,
Y i } } (J)=(Y i1 } } (J), ..., Y id } } (J))$,
(3.2)
Y ij } } (J)=
1
* ij }
:
ni
k=1
*ijk
mijk
:
mijk
s=1
Yijks (J),
Yijks (J)=J[H(Xijks)].
(Here and in the sequel, the sign =.. means ‘‘asymptotically equivalent.’’)
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Proof. It suffices to consider the (i, j) th component, which is decom-
posed as
- n | J(H ) d(F ij&F ij)
=- n | J(H) d(F ij&F ij)+- n | [J(H )&J(H)] d(F ij&F ij).
To prove the theorem, it suffices to show that E(- n  [J(H )&J(H)]
d(F ij&Fij))2  0 as n0  .
Using Taylor’s expansion, we obtain
J(H )&J(H)=J$(H)(H &H)+ 12J"(% N)(H &H)
2,
where % N is between H and H. Thus,  [J(H )&J(H)] d(F ij&Fij)=B1+B2
where
B1=| J$(H)(H &H) d(F ij&F ij)
and
B2= 12 | J"(% N)(H &H)2 d(F ij&Fij).
It follows from the Appendix, Lemma A.3 that E(- n Bk)2=O(n&10 ),
k=1, 2 which completes the proof. K
3.2. Asymptotic Distributions
3.2.1. Asymptotic Distribution under H F0 . To derive the asymptotic
distribution of - n Cp^(J) under the hypothesis H F0 : CF=0 as well as under
the sequence of alternatives contiguous to H F0 , we need some regularity
assumption for the covariance matrix of - n Y } } (J) given in (3.2). Let
Y ik } (J)=(Y i1k } (J), ..., Y idk } (J))$, where Y ijk } (J)=m&1ijk 
mijk
s=1 Yijks (J) as in
(3.2) and Y ijk } (J)=0 if mijk=0. Further let Vij=Cov(Y ik } (J)) and
4ik=ni } diag {*i1k*i1 } , ...,
*idk
*id } = and Vi, ni=Cov(- ni Y i } } (J)). (3.3)
Then, niY i } } (J)=nik=1 4ik Y ik } (J) and, by independence,
Vn=Cov(- n Y } } (J))=
r
i=1
n
ni
Vi, ni=
r
i=1
n
n2i
:
ni
k=1
4ikVik4ik . (3.4)
Assumption. (A4) Vn  V{0 as n  , where V is a matrix of
constants. (This assumption includes the case of singular covariance
matrices as well.)
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Theorem 3.3. Let Xik be as in Proposition 3.1 and let Vn be as given in
(3.4). If n0  , then under the assumptions (A1)(A4) and under
H F0 : CF=0, the statistic - n Cp^(J)=- n C  J(H ) dF has asymptotically
(n0  ) as multivariate normal distribution with mean 0 and covariance
matrix CVnC$.
Proof. First, we note that under H F0 ,
- n C | J(H ) d(F &F)=- n C | J(H ) dF
=- n Cp^(J)=.. - n CY } } (J),
by Theorem 3.2 where Y } } (J)=(Y $1 } } (J), ..., Y $r } } (J))$. Note that the
vectors Y i } } (J) are independent and that Y i } } (J)=n&1i 
ni
k=1 4ik Y ik } (J) is
the mean of independent random vectors Zik (J)=n i (* i1k Y i1k } (J)*i1 , ...,
*idk Y idk } (J)* id } )$. From the multivariate Central Limit Theorem, it follows
that - ni Y i } } (J) has asymptotically a multivariate normal distribution
with mean 0 and covariance matrix Vi since Zik (J) is uniformly bounded
by the assumptions of the theorem, i.e., &Zik (J)&N0 &J& - d. If Vi=0
then the asymptotic distribution is a multivariate one-point distribution
which can be regarded as a degenerate normal distribution. K
3.2.2. Contiguous Alternatives. To investigate the set of alternatives for
which the test statistics based on - n Cp^(J) are consistent, define a
sequence of alternatives for the distributions of the bivariate marginals, viz.
(Xijks , Xij $ks$)tFn, ijj $ (x, y)
=F ijj $ (x, y)+
1
- n
(Kijj $ (x, y)&Fijj $ (x, y)) (3.5)
which implies that
Xijks tFn, ij (x)=F ij (x)+
1
- n
(Kij (x)&Fij (x)), i=1, ..., r,
j=1, ..., d, k=1, ..., n i , s=1, ..., mijk . (3.6)
Let Fn = (Fn, 11 , ..., Fn, rc)$ = F+n&12 (K&F) denote the vector of the
marginal distribution functions of this sequence where F=(F11 , ..., Frc)$
such that CF=0 and K=(K11 , ..., Krc)$ is some vector of (alternative-
one-dimensional distribution functions CK{0. Further, let &(J)=
- n C  H dFn= J(H)&d(CK).
Theorem 3.4. Let Xik be as in Proposition 3.1 where Xijks tFn, ij (x) as
defined in (3.6), k=1, ..., ni , s=1, ..., mijk , i=1, ..., r, j=1, ..., d. Further-
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more, let F ij (x) and H (x) denote the empirical distribution functions as
defined in (2.3) and let C be a suitable contrast matrix such that CF=0. Let
H(x) = N &1 ri=1 
d
j=1 
ni
k=1 m ijk F ij (x) denote the weighted average
distribution function of F11 , ..., Frd and let
Hn (x)=
1
N
:
r
i=1
:
d
j=1
:
ni
k=1
mijk Fn, ij (x)
=H(x)+
1
- n
:
r
i=1
:
d
j=1
:
ni
k=1
m ijk
N
[Kij (x)&Fij (x)]
denote the weighted average distribution function of Fn, 11 , ..., Fn, rd . If
n0  , then under the sequence of alternatives (3.5) and under the assump-
tions (A1)(A4),
(1) the statistics &^(J)=- n Cp^(J)=- n C  J(H ) dF and - n CY } } (J)
=- n C  J(H) dF are asymptotically equivalent,
(2) &^(J) has asymptotically a multivariate normal distribution with
mean &(J)= J(H) d(CK) and covariance matrix CVn C$.
The proof is given in the Appendix.
3.3. Estimation of Covariance Matrices
In most practical examples, the covariance matrices Vi, ni=
n&1i 
ni
k=1 4ikV ik4ik defined in (3.4) are unknown and must be estimated
from the data. To derive a consistent estimator for Vi, ni , i=1, ..., r, we
distinguish two models. The multivariate model does not assume any
special pattern for the bivariate marginal distribution functions while the
compound symmetry model assumes the equality of certain marginal dis-
tribution functions under the hypothesis which is stated in details in the
last part of this subsection. In what follows, we provide the estimators for
Vi, ni in both models and we prove the consistency of these estimators.
3.3.1. Multivariate Model. In the multivariate model, let vi ( j) denote
the diagonal elements of Vi, ni and let vi ( j, j $) denote the off-diagonal
elements. Note that by (2.2),
vi ( j)=
ni
*2ij }
:
ni
k=1
* ijkvil ( j),
where vik ( j)=Var(Y ijk } (J)), (3.7)
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vi ( j, j $)=
ni
*ij } *ij $ }
:
ni
k=1
*ijk*ij $kvik ( j, j $),
where vik ( j, j $)=Cov(Y ijk } (J), Y ij $k } (J)). (3.8)
Let ,ijks=J[1N(R ijks& 12)] denote the rank scores defined in (2.4) and let
, ijk=m&1ijk 
mijk
s=1 ,ijks and , ij } } =*
&1
ij } 
ni
k=1 *ijk, ijk } denote the unweighted
means of the , ijk } where , ijk } =0 if mijk=0. Then we define the estimator
V i, ni with diagonal elements v^i ( j) and off-diagonal elements v^i ( j, j $) given
by
v^i ( j)=
ni
*ij } (* ij } &1)
:
ni
k=1
*ijk (, ijk } &, ij } } )2, (3.9)
v^i ( j, j $)=
ni
(*ij } &1)(*ij $ } &1)+4 i, jj $&1
_ :
ni
k=1
*ijk* ij $k (, ijk } &, ij } } )(, ij $k } &, ij $ } } ), (3.10)
where 4i, jj $=nik=1 *ijk* ij $k . We note that V i, ni may not be positive semi-
definite (p.s.d.) if the number of missing values is large. In this case, a p.s.d.
estimator for Vi, ni can be obtained by the general method given by Stanish,
Gillings, and Koch (1978).
Theorem 3.5. Let v^i ( j) and v^i ( j, j $) be as given in (3.9) and (3.10),
respectively. If n0  , then under the assumptions (A1)(A4), E[v^i ( j)&
vi ( j)]2  0 and E[v^i ( j, j $)&vi ( j, j $)]2  0.
The proof is given in the Appendix.
3.3.2. Compound Symmetry Model. To state the results for the com-
pound symmetry model, we need some further notations and we assume
that mijk1, for simplicity. We note however, that balanced incomplete
designs can also be treated within this framework; but for brevity, we do
not consider this case here.
In the compound symmetry model, it is assumed that under H F0 : F i1
= } } } =Fid ,
(1) the bivariate marginal distribution functions of (Xijks , X ij $ks$) do
not depend on j, j $, k, s or s$, i.e., (Xijks , Xij $ks$)tF ijj $ (x, y)=F i*(x, y),
j{ j $=1, ..., d,
(2) the bivariate marginal distribution functions of (Xijks , Xijks$),
s{s$=1, ..., mijk do not depend on j, i.e. (Xijks , X ijks$)tFij**(x, y)=
Fi*(x, y), j=1, ..., d.
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Thus, under H F0 , the variances and the covariances are given by
_2i #_2ij=Var(Yijks (J)), j=1, ..., d,
ci*=Cov(Yijks (J), Yij $ks$ (J)), j{ j $=1, ..., d, k=1, ..., ni ,
s=1, ..., mijk , s$=1, ..., mij $k ,
ci**=Cov(Yijks (J), Yijks$ (J)),
j=1, ..., d, k=1, ..., ni , s{s$=1, ..., mijk .
We note that _2i <, since |Yijks (J)|=|J[H(Xijks)]|&J& , which
follows immediately from the Assumption (A3) in Subsection 3.1. Thus, the
fatness of the tails of Fij (x) does not have any impact on the existence of
these variances.
Let Yik (J)=(Yi1k1 (J), ..., Yi1kmi 1k (J), ..., Yidk1 (J), ..., Yidkmidk (J))$. Then it
follows that
Cov(Yik (J))=7 ik=
d
j=1
[(_2i &ci**) Imijk+(ci**&c i*) Jmijk]+ci*JMik ,
Vik=Cov(Y ik } (J))=\
d
j=1
1
mijk
1$mijk+ 7ik \
d
j=1
1
m ijk
1mijk+
=
d
j=1 _(_
2
i &ci**)
1
mijk
+(ci**&ci*)&+c i*Jd
Vi, ni =
1
ni
:
ni
k=1
Vik=diag[{i1 , ..., { id]+ci*Jd=Di, ni+ci*Jd ,
where
{ij=
1
ni
:
ni
k=1
{ijk and {ijk=
1
mijk
(_2i +(mijk&1) ci**)&ci*. (3.11)
Compound symmetry is only assumed for hypotheses regarding the sub-
plot factor, i.e. for hypotheses which can be written as H F0[Ir Cd) F=0
where Cd is a suitable contrast matrix for the sub-plot factor. Thus we need
only to estimate Di, ni since (Ir Cd) Vn (Ir C$d)=
r
i=1 Cd Di, ni C$d .
Theorem 3.6. Let Di, ni=diag[{i1 , ..., {id] where { ij is given in (3.11).
Let D i denote the matrix corresponding to Di, ni where {ij is replaced by
{^ij=n&1i 
ni
k=1 {^ijk and {^ijk is defined below. Furthermore, let , ijks denote the
rank-scores as defined in (2.4) and let , i } k } =d &1 dj=1 , ijk } . Then in the
compound symmetry model, under the assumptions (A1)(A3) and under
H F0 : Fi1= } } } =Fid , &D i&Di, ni &
2
2  0 as min ni  .
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If mijk is not equivalent to a constant, then
{^ijk=
1
Mik&d _
1
m ijk
&
1
d
:
d
t=1
1
mitk & S 2ik1+
1
d&1
S 2ik2 , (3.12)
where S 2ik1 = 
d
j=1 
mijk
s=1 (,ijks &, ijk } )
2, S 2ik2 = 
d
j=1 (, ijk } &, i } k } )
2, and
Mik=dj=1 mijk .
If mijk #m, then D i={^iId where
{^i=
1
ni (d&1)
:
ni
k=1
:
d
j=1
(, ijk } &, } k } )2. (3.13)
The proof is given in the Appendix.
Remark. Note that the results of the Theorems 3.5 and 3.6 may not be
sufficient to derive the asymptotic distributions of the statistics (to be
defined in the next subsection) when Vi, ni or Di, ni are replaced by V i, ni or
D i , respectively. Further assumptions on the covariance matrices will be
discussed for the different statistics separately.
3.4. Statistics
To test the nonparametric hypothesis H F0 : CF=0, we consider two
statistics, namely the rank versions of the WTS and of the ATS. Other
statistics which are commonly used in multivariate analysis are not dis-
cussed here since they require the equality of the covariance matrices. In a
nonparametric setup, however, this assumption is only justified in a few
special cases. Note that in general any assumed homoscedasticity of the
parent distribution functions is not transferred to the asymptotic rank-
score transform Yijks (J)=J[H(Xijks)] because H( } ) is a non-linear trans-
formation.
3.4.1. Wald-Type Statistics (WTS). Let V i, ni denote the L2-consistent
estimator of the covariance matrices Vi, ni , i=1, ..., r as given in
Theorem 3.5. Then
V n=
r
i=1
n
ni
V i, ni (3.14)
is an L2 -consistent estimator of the covariance matrix Vn given in (3.4) in
the sense of Theorem 3.5. Let [ } ]+ denote a symmetric reflexive g-inverse
of a matrix. Then we define the rank version of the WTS for testing
H F0 : CF=0 by
QWn (C)=n p^$(J) C$[CV n C$]
+ Cp^(J). (3.15)
The asymptotic distribution of QWn (C) is given in the next theorem.
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Theorem 3.7. Let V n and Vn be as defined in (3.14) and (3.4), respec-
tively. Assume that Vn  V{0 as n0   such that rank(CVn)=rank(CV).
Then, under the assumptions (A1)(A4) and
(1) under the sequence of alternatives (3.5) contiguous to H F0 : CF=0,
QWn (C) w
L Zt/2f (*),
where /2f (*) is the chi-square distribution with degrees of freedom
f =rank(CV) and noncentrality parameter *=&$(J)[CVC$]+ &(J) where
&(J)=C  J(H) dK,
(2) under H F0 : CF=0, Q
W
n (C) w
L Z0 t/2f (0), with f =rank(CV).
Proof. First note that - n Cp^(J) has asymptotically a multivariate
normal distribution with mean &(J)= J(H) d(CK) and covariance
matrix CVC$ by Theorem 3.4 and the assumption (A.4). Let Q Wn (C)=
n p^$(J) C$[CVC]+ Cp^(J). Then it follows from Theorem 9.2.3 in Rao and
Mitra (1971) that Q Wn (C) has asymptotically a noncentral /
2
f (*)-distribu-
tion with f =rank(CV) degrees of freedom and noncentrality parameter
*=&$(J)[CVC$]+ &(J).
Next, note that &CV nC$&CVn C$&2  0 by Theorem 3.5 and that
CVnC$&CVC$  0 by assumption. Thus, it follows that (CVn C$)+&
(CVC$)+  0 because rank(CVn)=rank(CV) by assumption. Hence,
QWn (C)&Q
W
n (C)  0 in L2 and the result stated in (1) follows. Statement
(2) follows immediately from (1) because &(J)=0 under H F0 : CF=0. K
3.4.2. ANOVA-Type Statistic (ATS). Let M=C$[CC$]& C where
[ } ]& denotes some generalized inverse of A matrix. Then, we define the
rank version of the ATS by
QAn (C)=n p^$(J) Mp^(J). (3.16)
Note that M is a projection matrix and that MF=0  CF=0 because
C$[CC$]& is a generalized inverse of C. Thus, it is also reasonable to use
QAn (C) as a test statistic for testing the hypothesis H
F
0 : CF=0. The
asymptotic distribution of QAn (C) is given in the next theorem.
Theorem 3.8. Let M=C$[CC$]& C and let Vn and V n be as in (3.4)
and (3.14) respectively. Let &(J)= J(H) dK be as defined in Theorem 3.4.
Under the assumptions (A1)(A4), if n0  , then
(1) under the sequence of alternatives (3.5) contiguous to H F0 : CF=0
the statistic QAn (C) given in (3.16) has asymptotically the same distribution
as ri=1 
d
j=1 *n, ij Z
2
n, ij where the *n, ij are the characteristic roots of MVn
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and the Z2n, ij are independent noncentral /
2
1(+
2
n, ij)-distributed random
variables where ri=1 
d
j=1 *n, ij +
2
n, ij=&$(J)M&(J),
(2) under H F0 : CF=0, the statistic Q
A
n (C) given in (3.16) has
asymptotically the same distribution as ri=1 
d
j=1 *n, ijZ
2
0, ij where the *n, ij
are the characteristic roots of MVn and the Z20, ij are independent central
/21 -distributed random variables.
Proof. The proof follows from Theorem 3.4 and well known theorems
on the distribution of quadratic forms (see, e.g., Mathai and Provost, 1992,
Chap. 4).
The distribution of ri=1 
d
j=1 *n, ijZ
2
0, ij can be approximated by a scaled
/2-distribution.
Approximation Procedure by a Central F( f, )-Distribution.
(1) Assume that tr(MVn)t0>0. Then, under H F0 , the first two
moments of the asymptotic distribution of QAn (C)tr(MVn) and of the
F( f, )-distribution coincide for f =[tr(MVn)]2tr(MVnMVn).
(2) The unknown traces tr(MVn) and tr(MVnMVn) can be estimated
consistently by replacing Vn with V n given in Theorems 3.5 and 3.6, respec-
tively. This finally leads to the statistic
Fn (C)=
1
tr(MV n)
QAn (C)t**
F( f , ),
where
f =
[tr(MV n)]
2
tr(MV nMV n)
. (3.17)
(Here and in the sequel, the sign t**
means ‘‘approximately distributed
as.’’)
Derivation. From Theorem 3.8, QAn (C) has asymptotically the same dis-
tribution as ri=1 
d
j=1 *n, ijZ
2
0, ij . We want to approximate the distribution
of QAn (C) by g } Z where Z is a random variable with a central /
2
f -distribu-
tion and g is a constant such that the first two moments coincide. Under
H F0 , we obtain
E(QAn (C))= :
r
i=1
:
d
j=1
*n, ij=tr(MVn)=E(g } Z)= gf,
Var(QAn (C))=2 } :
r
i=1
:
d
j=1
*2n, ij=2 } tr(MVnMVn)
=Var(g } Z)=2g2f.
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Finally, note that tr(MVn)t0>0 implies that tr(MVnMVn)t1>0.
Thus, QAn (C)(gf )t**
F( f, ) and the result follows from Theorem 3.5 and
Theorem 3.6, respectively.
Remark. The approximation procedure goes back to Box (1954) and
turns out to be fairly good for independent observations (see Brunner,
Dette, and Munk, 1997). For repeated measures, f may be biased for small
samples.
3.4.3. Comparison of the Two Statistics and Consistency of the Test. The
main advantage of the WTS QWn (C) is that its asymptotic distribution
under H F0 is a known distribution function, namely a /
2-distribution. The
general drawback of QWn (C) is that it converges extremely slowly to its
asymptotic distribution resulting in rather liberal decisions for small or
moderate sample sizes. Moreover, the restrictive assumption that Vn  V
such that rank(CVn)=rank(CV) cannot be checked. In the case of a
singular covariance matrix, the set of alternatives which can be detected by
QWn (C) depends on the structure of the covariance matrix and on the
hypothesis under consideration. Thus, there exists a set of fixed alternatives
which may not be detected by QWn (C). This set is given by
p=[I&VC$(CVC$)+ C] z, (3.18)
where z is an arbitrary vector such that
Cp=[I&CVC$(CVC$)+] Cz{0. (3.19)
To see this, note that *=p$C[CVC$]+ Cp=0  C$[CVC$]+ Cp=0 since
[CVC$]+ is positive semidefinite and symmetric. Furthermore observe that
V is a g inverse if C$[CVC$]+ C. Thus, the solution space of the
homogeneous system of linear equations C$[CVC$]+ Cp=0 is given by
(3.18) and the restriction (3.19) follows if the test is required to be consis-
tent for alternatives of the form Cp{0. From this, it is easy to see that a
test based on QWn (C) is consistent for all alternatives Cp{0 if, e.g., either
V is non-singular and C is of full row rank or if rank(CV)=rank(C). Note,
however, that these simple conditions are only sufficient.
The ATS Fn (C) has the main disadvantage that its asymptotic distribu-
tion under H F0 contains unknown quantities, namely the characteristic
roots of MVn which are unknown in general and must be estimated. We
suggest to use the Box-approximation which is known to be fairly accurate.
However, note that even in the asymptotic case, the /2f  f-distribution is an
approximation of the true distribution of the statistic under H F0 . One
advantage is that it is neither necessary to assume the convergence of the
covariance matrix Vn to a constant matrix V nor that the rank of CVn is
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preserved in the limit CV. The only additional assumption to (A1)(A4)
which is needed for the ATS is that tr(MVn){0 which means thatregarding
the hypothesis of interestthere is at least some variation among the
observations of the experiment. This is close to a trivial assumption. The
set of alternatives detected by a test based on Fn (C) is given by
&(J)=CpK (J)=C  J(H) dK{0 since
E(QAn (C))= :
r
i=1
:
d
j=1
*n, ij (1++2n, ij)=tr(MVn)+&$(J) M&(J)
under the sequence of alternatives (3.5) contiguous to H F0 : CF=0. This
set does not depend on the rank of the covariance matrixunlike as for
the WTS. The main advantage of Fn (C) is that the approximation by the
/2f f-distribution works also fairly well for rather small sample sizes (for
details, see, e.g., Brunner and Langer, 1999). We recommend the use of the
ATS for small and moderate sample sizes and for the case where the
estimated covariance matrix is singular or close to being singular which
may happen frequently with ordered categorical data.
In the next section, the general results given here will be applied to
different two- and three-way layouts.
4. APPLICATIONS
Numerous examples for the application of the WTS in the non-
parametric multivariate model (Wilcoxon-scores, no missing values, non-
singular covariance matrices) have been given by Akritas and Brunner
(1997). Since they did not consider the compound symmetry model, neither
the ATS nor missing values, we now give two examples which are con-
cerned with these situations. The application of the WTS is considered for
a two-way layout with random interaction where compound symmetry is
assumed. The ATS is applied in a three-way layout with two fixed factors
with missing values in a multivariate model.
4.1. Two-way Layout with Random Interaction, Compound Symmetry
First, we apply the results of the previous section to a cross-classified
design with one random factor (k=1, ..., n   levels) and with one fixed
factor ( j=1, ..., d levels). For every subject k and treatment j, the number
of replications mkj is assumed to be uniformly bounded, i.e. mijm0<.
Let Xk=(Xk11 , ..., Xkdmkd)$=(X$k1 , ..., X$kd)$, k=1, ..., n be independent
random vectors where Xkj=(Xkj1 , ..., Xkjmkj)$ denotes the vector of obser-
vations for subject k and where Xkjs tFj (x), k=1, ..., n, j=1, ..., d,
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s=1, ..., mkj . It is reasonable to assume compound symmetry if subjects are
split into homogeneous parts and if there is no treatment effect. This means
that the parts of each subject are ‘‘interchangeable’’ under the hypothesis.
However under a treatment effect, the compound symmetry structure may
not be preserved. The property of interchangeable parts of the subjects is
reflected by the interchangeability of the random variables Xkjs and Xkj $s$
for j{ j $=1, ..., d and \s, s$ under the hypothesis of no treatment effect.
The random variables Xkjs and Xkjs$ , s, s$=1, ..., mkj are always inter-
changeable since they describe replications of the same experiment under
the same treatment for the same subject. Treatment effects are described
by the relative treatment effects pj (JJ)= J(H) dFj , j=1, ..., d where
H=N&1 dj=1 NjF j and N=
d
j=1 Nj , Nj=
n
k=1 mkj .
Let p(J)= J(H) dF where F=(F1 , ..., Fd)$.
We derive the results from Theorem 3.3 and Theorem 3.6 for r=1, ni=n
and mijk=mkj . Note that the subjects are numbered by k which is the first
index in this notation. Let p^(J)=( p^1 (J), ..., p^d (J))$= J(H ) dF where
p^j (J)=| J(H ) dF j=
1
n
:
n
k=1
1
mkj
:
mkj
s=1
,kjs=, } j }
and where ,kjs=J[H (Xkjs)]=J[1N(Rkjs& 12)] and Rkjs is the rank of Xkjs
among all the N random variables. According to the notation in
Theorem 3.6, let D=diag[{1 , ..., {d], {j=n&1 nk=1 {kj , and let D n=
diag[{^1 , ..., {^d], {^j=n&1 nk=1 {^kj where
{^kj=
1
Mk&d _
1
mkj
&
1
d
:
d
t=1
1
mkt& S 2k1+
1
d&1
S 2k2 ,
S2k1=
d
j=1 
mkj
s=1 (,kjs&, kj })
2, S 2k2=
d
j=1 (, kj } &, k } })
2 and Mk=dj=1 mkj .
Then the WTS for testing H F0 : PdF=0 is derived from (3.15) for C=Pd
and V n=D n . Thus, CV nC$=Pd D nPd . Note that W n=D
&1
n [Id&JdD
&1
n 
tr(D &1n )] is a g-inverse of P&dD n Pd and note that PdW nPd=W n . Let
, kj } =m&1kj 
mkj
s=1 ,kjs denote the means of the rank-scores for subject k,
j=1, ..., d and let
, } } } =
1
dj=1 (1{^ j)
:
d
j=1
, } j }
{^j
denote the weighted mean of the estimated relative treatment effects
p^j (J)=, } j } . Then, from (3.15) and Theorem 3.7,
QWn (Pd)=n } p^$(J) Pd[Pd D nP]
& Pd p^(J)=n :
d
j=1
1
{^j
(, } j } &, } } } )2
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has asymptotically a central /2d&1 -distribution under the hypotheses H
F
0 if
D is of full rank and if D n  D such that rank(D n)=rank(D)=d. Note
that in this case, the quadratic form QWn (Pd) has a central /
2
f -distribution
with f =rank(Pd)=d&1 for any choice of the g-inverse [Pd D nPd]&.
In the case of equal cell frequencies, mkj #m,
{^j #{^=
1
n(d&1)
:
n
k=1
:
d
t=1
(, kt } &, k } } )2, , } } } =
1
N
:
n
k=1
:
d
j=1
:
m
s=1
,kjs
and the statistic simplifies to
QWn (Pd)=
n2 (d&1)
nk=1 
d
j=1 (, kj } &, k } } )
2
:
d
j=1
(, } j } &, } } } )2,
which has been given by Brunner and Neumann (1982) for the case of con-
tinuous distribution functions and for Wilcoxon-scores ,kjs=1N(Rkjs& 12).
4.2. Three-way Layout, Multivariate Model
In a second example, we apply the general theory developed in Section 3
to a three-way layout with two fixed factors. Let Xik=(Xi1k , ..., Xibk)$,
i=1, ..., a, k=1, ..., ni be n=ai=1 ni independent random vectors where
Xijk tFij (x), i=1, ..., a, j=1, ..., b, k=1, ..., ni . This model is appropriate
for a trial where i=1, ..., a groups (whole-plot factor A) of (independent)
subjects are observed repeatedly under j=1, ..., d different situations (sub-
plot factor B). The subjects are nested under the levels of factor A and are
crossed with factor B. In designs with longitudinal data, typically the time
is the sub-plot factor B. For simplicity, we apply the general results derived
in Section 3 only to the case of mijk #m=1 replication for each subject k
and combination (i, j) of the factor levels of A and B. We admit however
that some observations are missing (at random) where the notation intro-
duced in (2.2) is used.
We shall give statistics for testing the nonparametric hypotheses H F0(A)
of no group effect, H F0(B) of no sub-plot factor effect, and H
F
0(AB) of no
interaction between the groups and the sub-plot factor. Let Pd=
Id&(1d ) Jd where d is the dimension of the identity matrix Id and of the
matrix Jd=1d 1$d of 1’s. Let F=(F11 , ..., Fab)$ denote the vector of the
marginal distribution functions Fij of the vectors Xik . Then the non-
parametric hypotheses are expressed as H F0(A): CAF=0, H
F
0(B): CbF=0
and H F0(AB): CABF=0, respectively, where CA=Pa  (1b) 1$b , CB=
(1a) 1$a Pb and CAB=Pa Pb .
Let Rijk denote the (mid)-rank of Xijk among all the N=ai=1 
b
j=1 
ni
k=1 *ijk
random variables and let ,ijk=J[1N(Rijk& 12)] denote the rank-score
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of Xijk . Furthermore let , ik=(, i1k , ..., ,ibk)$ denote the vector of the rank-
scores for subject k in group i and let
, i } =(, i1 } , ..., , ib } )$, where , ij } =
1
*ij }
:
ni
k=1
* ijk,ijk
denote the mean vector of the scores in group i, i=1, ..., a. Finally, let
, } =(, $1 } , ..., , $a } )$ denote the vector of all a } b means of the rank-scores.
An estimator of the covariance matrix is derived from Theorem 3.5,
V n=
a
i=1
n
n i
V i, ni , (4.1)
where the elements of V i, ni are given in (3.9) and (3.10), respectively.
Below, the statistics for testing H F0(A), H
F
0(B) and H
F
0(AB) are given.
They are derived from Theorem 3.8 and from the approximation procedure.
To derive the statistic for H F0(A): CA F=0, let , i } } =b
&1 bj=1 , ij } ,
, } } } =a&1 ai=1 , i } } and _^
2
i =1$bV i, ni 1b=
b
j{ j $ v^i ( j, j$)+
b
j=1 v^i( j). Further
let
7 a=
a
i=1
n
ni
_^2i , and TA=C$A[CAC$A]
& CA=Pa 
1
b
Jb .
Note that TA is a projection matrix with rank(TA)=a&1 and with identi-
cal diagonal elements (a&1)(ab). Since 7 a is a diagonal matrix, an
improved approximation as given in Brunner, Dette, and Munk (1997) can
be used. This approximation is rather accurate for ni7, i=1, ..., a. Under
H F0(A), the distribution of
Fn (TA)=
n } a } b
(a&1) tr(7 a)
, $} TA , } =
a } b2
(a&1) ai=1 _^
2
i n i
:
a
i=1
(, i } } &, } } } )2
is approximately the central F( f A , f 0)-distribution with estimated degrees
of freedom
f A=
[n(a&1) ai=1 _^
2
i n i]
2
a2 tr(Pa7 aPa 7 a)
and f 0=
[ai=1 _^
2
i ni]
2
ai=1 (_^
2
i ni)
2(ni&1)
,
where tr( } ) denotes the trace of a square matrix. It is easy to see that f A=1
if a=2.
To test H F0(B): CBF=0, let , } } =((1a) 1$a Ib) , } =(, } 1 , ..., , } b } )$
denote the vector of the averaged scores , } j } =a&1 ai=1 , ij } for the b
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time points. Let V B=n ai=1 n
&1
i V i, ni and let TB=C$B(CBC$B)
+ CB=
(1a) Ja Pb . Then, under H F0(B), the statistic
Fn (TB)=
na2
tr(PbV B)
, $} } Pb, } } =
na2
tr(Pb V B)
:
b
j=1
(, } j } &, } } } )2
has asymptotically a central F( f B , )-distribution with f B=[tr(PbV B)]2
tr(Pb V BPbV B).
To test H F0(AB), let TAB=Pa Pb . Under H F0(AB), the statistic
Fn (TAB)=
n
tr(TABV n)
:
a
i=1
:
b
j=1
(, ij } &, i } } &, } j } +, } } } )2
has approximately a central F( f AB , )-distribution with f AB=
[tr(TABV n)]2tr(TAB V nTABV n).
APPENDIX
Lemma A.1. Let Xijks tF ij , i=1, ..., r, j=1, ..., d, k=1, ..., ni , s=
1, ..., mijk and let Xijks and Xi $j $k$s$ be independent for (i, k){(i $, k$). Then
(1) E[c(x&Xijks)&F ij (x)]=0, i=1, ..., r, j=1, ..., d, k=1, ..., ni ,
s=1, ..., mijk ,
(2) E[c(Xijks&Xi $j $k$s$)&F i $j $ (Xijks)]=0, if (i, k){(i $, k$),
(3)  Fij Fij= 12 .
Proof. (1) By definition,
E[c(x&Xijks)&F ij (X)]=P(Xijks<x)+ 12P(Xijks=x)&Fij (x)
= 12 [F
+
ij (x)+F
&
ij (x)]&F ij (x)=0.
(2) This follows by noting that E([c(Xijks&X i $j $k$s$)&Fi $j $ (X ijks)] |
Xijks=x)=0 and applying Fubini’s theorem for (i, k){(i $, k$).
(3) The result follows using by parts. K
To prove the asymptotic results, we first give some moment inequalities
for empirical processes in the mixed model which are needed in the body
of the paper.
Lemma A.2. Let X ik be as defined in (2.1) and let J(u) denote a score
function with bounded first derivative, i.e., &J"&<. Further let *ijk and n0
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be as defined in (2.2) and (3.1), respectively. If n0  , then under the
assumption (A1),
(1) E[J[H (x)]&J[H(x)]]2
m0
rn0
&J$&2 ,
(2) E[J[H (Xijks)]&J[H(Xijks)]]2
m0
rn0
&J$&2 ,
(3) E[F ij (x)&Fij (x)]2
1
n0
,
(4) E[F ij (X ijks)&Fij (Xijks)]2
1
n0
,
(5) E[H (x)&H(x)]4\m0rn0+
2
,
(6) E[H (Xijks)&H(Xijks)]4\m0rn0+
2
.
Proof. To prove (1), note that by the mean value theorem,
[J[H (x)]&J[H(x)]]2&J$&2 [H (x)&H(x)]
2.
Next, note that by independence,
E[H (x)&H(x)]2
=
1
N2
:
r
i=1
:
r
i $=1
:
d
j=1
:
d
j $=1
:
ni
k=1
:
ni$
k$=1
:
mijk
s=1
:
mi $j $k$
s$=1
_E([c(x&Xijks)&F ij (x)][c(x&Xi $j $k$s$)&Fi $j $ (X)])

1
N2
:
r
i=1
:
ni
k=1
:
d
j=1
:
d
j $=1
:
mijk
s=1
:
mij $k
s$=1
1

m0d
N

m0
rn0
.
Statement (2) follows in the same way by noting that
E([(Xijks&Xstuv)&Fst (Xijks)][c(Xijks&Xs$t$u$v$)&Fs$t$ (X ijks)])=0
if (s, t){(s$, t$) since either (i, k){(s, t) or (i, k){(s$, t$) in this case.
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Statement (3) follows in the same way as statement (1), since
E[F ij (x)&Fij (x)]2
= :
ni
k=1
:
ni
k$=1
*ijk* ijk$
*2ij } m ijkmijk$
:
mijk
s=1
:
mijk$
s$=1
_E([c(x&Xijks)&F ij (x)][c(x&Xijk$s$)&F ij (x)])
 :
ni
k=1
*2ijk
*2ij } m
2
ijk
:
mijk
s=1
:
mijk
s$=1
E[c(x&X ijks)&F ij (x)]2

1
*ij }

1
n0
.
Statement (4) follows by the same argument as used to prove (2).
To prove (5) and (6), the indices i and k are collapsed to one index l,
say, where l=1, ..., n=ri=1 ni . Thus, the number of replications for each
subject l under treatment j is relabeled from mijk to mlj , j=1, ..., d.
Similarly, the indices j and s are collapsed to one index t, say, where
t=1, ..., Ml=dj=1 mlj . Thus, the random variables Xijks are relabeled to
Xlt , l=1, ..., n, t=1, ..., Ml . Note that N=nl=1 Ml and that Xlt and Xl$t$
are independent if l{l$. Further let .(Xlt)=c(x&Xlt)&Flt (x). Then,
E[H (x)&H(x)]4=
1
N 4
:
n
l=1
:
n
l$=1
:
n
l"=1
:
n
l$$$=1
:
Ml
t=1
:
Ml$
t$=1
:
Ml$$
t"=1
:
Ml$$$
t$$$=1
_E[.(Xlt) .(Xl$t$) .(Xl"t") .(Xl$$$t$$$)].
If one of the indices l, l$, l", l$$$ is different from the three other indices,
then it follows that the expectation on the right hand side is 0 since the
random variables are independent if the first indices are different. It suffices
to count the number of cases where not one of the indices l, l$, l", l$$$ is
different from the three others. This happens if the indices are either all
equal or if they are pairwise equal, e.g., l=l${l"=l$$$. Thus,
E[H (x)&H(x)]4<<
1
N4
:
n
l=1
:
n
l$=1
:
Ml
t=1
:
Ml
t$=1
:
Ml$
t"=1
:
Ml$
t$$$=1
_E[.(Xlt) .(Xlt$) .(Xl$t") .(Xl$t$$$)]
<<
1
N4 \ :
n
l=1
M 2l+
2

1
N4 \ max1ln Ml :
n
l=1
Ml+
2
=
1
N2
max
1ln
M 2l .
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returning to the original notation where the random variables Xijks ,
i=1, ..., r, j=1, ..., d, k=1, ..., ni , s=1, ..., mijk are considered, it follows
that Mldm0 , l=1, ..., n and that Nr dn0 . Thus,
E[H (x)&H(x)]4<<
1
N 2
max
1ln
M 2l
m20
r2n20
which proves (5).
The proof for (6) follows by conditioning on Xijks and proceeding as
in (5). K
To prove Theorem 3.2, we need the following lemma.
Lemma A.3. Let B1= J$(H)(H &H) d(F ij&F ij) and B2= 12  J"(% N)
(H &H)2 d(F ij&Fij) and consider the notations of Theorem 3.2. Then, under
the assumptions (A1)(A3), E(- n Bk)2=O(n&10 ), k=1, 2.
Proof. First consider B1 = (1N*ij } ) nik=1 
mijk
s=1 
r
a=1 
na
t=1 
d
u=1
mautv=1 (* ijk mijk)[.1 (Xijks , Xautv)&.2 (Xautv)], where
.1 (Xijks , Xautv)=J$[H(Xijks)][c(Xijks&Xautv)&Fau (Xijks)],
.2 (Xautv)=| J$[H(x)][c(x&Xautv)&Fau (x)] dF ij (x).
Then,
E(- n B1)2 =
n
N2*2ij }
:
ni
k=1
:
ni
k$=1
:
mijk
s=1
:
mijk$
s$=1
:
r
a=1
:
r
a$=1
:
na
t=1
:
na $
t$=1
:
d
u=1
:
d
u$=1
_ :
maut
v=1
:
ma $u $t $
v$=1
*ijk *ijk$
m ijkmijk$
E([.1 (Xijks , Xautv)&.2 (Xautv)]
_[.1 (X ijk$s$ , Xa$u$t$v$)&.2 (Xa$u$t$v$)])
<<
n &J$&2
N 2*2ij }
:
ni
k=1
:
mijk
s=1
:
mijk
s$=1
:
r
a=1
:
na
t=1
:
d
u=1
:
maut
v=1
:
d
u$=1
:
mau $t
v$=1
*2ijk
m2ijk
<<
&J$&2 m0N0
rn0
=O \ 1n0+
by arguments similar to those used in the proof of lemma A.2, (6) where
the Vinogradov symbol ‘‘<<’’ is used instead of the O( } )-notation.
Next consider B2=B21+B22 where
B21= 12 | J"(% N)(H &H)2 dF ij
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and
B22=&12 | J"(% N)(H &H)2 dF ij .
The two terms are estimated separately.
E(- n B21)2
n &J"&2
4* ij }
:
ni
k=1
* ijk
mijk
:
mijk
s=1
E[H (Xijks)&H(Xijks)]4

N0m20 &J"&
2

4r2n0
=O \ 1n0+
Using Jensen’s inequality and Lemma A.2 (6). In the same way it follows
that
e(- n B22)2
n &J"&2
4 | E[H (x)&H(x)]
4 dFij

N0 m20 &J"&2
4r2n0
=O \ 1n0+
which completes the proof. K
To prove the results for contiguous alternatives, we need the following
lemma.
Lemma A.4. Under the assumptions (A1)(A4),
(1) (J[H(x)]&J[Hn(x)])2(1n) &J$&2 ,
(2) E(J[H (x)]&J[H(x)])2(4m0 rn0) &J$&2 ,
(3) E(J[H(Xijks)]&J[Hn(Xijks)])2(1n) &J$&2 .
Proof. To prove (1), we note that
|H(x)&Hn(x)|
1
- n
:
r
i=1
:
d
j=1
:
ni
k=1
mijk
N
|Fij (x)&Kij (x)|
1
- n
and that
J[H(x)]&J[Hn(x)]=|
H(x)
Hn(x)
dJ(s)=J$(%1)[H(x)&Hn(x)],
where %1 ; is between Hn(x) and H(x) and the result follows.
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Statement (2) follows from
J[H (x)]&J[H(x)]=J$(%2)[H (x)&H(x)]
=J$(%2)[H (x)&Hn(x)+Hn(x)&H(x)],
where %2 is between h(x) and H (x). Thus,
(J[H (x)]&J[H(x)])2&J$&2 (2[H (x)&Hn(x)]
2+2[Hn(x)&H(x)]2).
Since E(H (x))=Hn(x), Lemma A.2(1) is still valid if H is replaced by Hn .
Hence, it follows from Lemma A.2 (1) that E(H (x)&Hn(x))2m0 (rn0).
Together with statement (1), it follows that
E(J[H (x)]&J[H(x)])2
4m0
rn0
&J$&2 .
Statement (3) follows analogously using (1). K
Proof of Theorem 3.4. Proceeding as in the proof of Theorem 3.2, we
decompose
&^(J)=- n C | J(H ) dF =- n C | J(H) dF +a1+a2&a3 ,
where
a1 =C | [J(H )&J(H)] dK,
a2=- n C | [J(H )&J(Hn)] d(F &Fn),
a3=- n C | [J(H)&J(Hn)] d(F &Fn).
To prove the statement in (1), it suffices to consider the (i, j) th com-
ponents of aj , j=1, 2, 3 and it will be shown that
(i) "| [J(H )&J(H)] dKij"
2
2
=O \ 1n0 + ,
(ii) "- n | [J(H )&J(Hn)] d(F ij&Fn, ij)"
2
2
=O \ 1n0 + ,
(iii) "- n | [J(H)&J(Hn)] d(F ij&Fn, ij)"
2
2
=O \ 1n0 + .
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Statement (i) follows easily by Jensen’s inequality,
E \| [J(H )&J(H)] dKij+
2
| E[J(H )&J(H)]2
4m0
rn0
&J$&2
and using lemma A.4 (2).
To prove (ii), we note that under the sequence of alternatives (3.6),
E(F ij (x))=Fn, ij (x) and E(H (x))=Hn(x) (1.1)
and thus, Lemma A.3 still holds if Fij is replaced by Fn, ij and H is replaced
by Hn . Hence, the result follows in the same way as in the proof of theorem
3.2 using Lemma A.3.
To prove (iii), let .(u)=J[H(u)]&J[Hn(u)] and consider
E \- n | .(x) d[F ij (x)&Fn, ij (x)]+
2
=
n
*2ij }
:
ni
k=1
:
ni
k$=1
:
mijk
s=1
:
mijk$
s$=1
*ijk *ijk$
mijkmijk$
_E \_.(Xijks)&| .(x) dFn, ij (x)&_.(Xijk$s$)&| .(x) dFn, ij (x)&+

n
*2ij }
:
ni
k=1
*2ijk &J$&
2

n

1
n0
&J$&2
which follows by independent, (1.1), and Lemma A.4. This completes
the proof of statement (1). To prove statement (2), first note that
E(- n C J(H) dF )= J(H) d(CK)=&(J) and Vn*=Cov(- n  J(H) dF ) is
the covariance matrix of - n  J(H) dF under the sequence of alternatives
defined in (3.5). It is easily seen that Vn* and Vn defined in (3.4) are
asymptotically equivalent and the result follows from Theorem 3.3. K
Proof of Theorem 3.5. First, we consider the diagonal elements vi ( j)
and we define an ‘‘estimator’’ v~ i ( j) with the unobservable random varibales
Y ijk } (J),
v~ i ( j)=
1
*ij } &1
:
ni
k=1
ni
*ij }
*ijk(Y ijk } (J)&Y ij } } (J))2.
Recall that *2ijk=*ijk by definition and note that E[v~ i ( j)]=vi ( j). To show
the consistency of v~ i ( j), consider the difference
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v~ i ( j)&vi ( j)
=
1
*ij }
:
ni
k=1
n i
*ij }
*ijk[(Y ijk } (J)& pij (J))2&v ik(J)]
+
1
*ij }
:
ni
k=1
ni
*ij }
*ijk[(Y ijk } (J)&Y ij } } (J))2&(Y ijk } (J)& pij (J))2]
+
1
*ij }
v~ i ( j).
Thus, by independence, Jensen’s inequality, and by the assumptions (A2)
and (A3),
E[v~ i ( j)&vi ( j)]2

3
*2ij }
:
ni
k=1
N 20*ijk E[(Y ijk } (J)& p ij (J))
2&vik(J)]2
+
3
*ij }
:
ni
k=1
N 20* ijk(4 &J&)2 E[Y ij } } (J)& pij (J)]2+O \ 1n20+
=O \N
2
0 &J&
4

n0 + .
next, the unobservable random variables Yijks(J)=J[H(X ijks)] are replaced
by the observable rank-scores , ijks=J[H (Xijks)]=J[1N(R ijks& 12)] and
we consider the difference v^i ( j)&v~ i ( j). It follows that
[v^i ( j)&v~ i ( j)]2
=\ 1ni :
ni
k=1
n2i *ijk
* ij } (* ij } &1)
[, 2ijk } &Y
2
ijk } (J)]
&
ni
*ij } &1
[, 2ij } } &Y
2
ij } } (J)]+
2
8 &J&2
n2i
(*ij } &1)2 _
ni
*2ij }
:
ni
k=1
*ijk | [J(H )&J[H]]2 dF ijk
+| [J(H )&J[H]]2 dF ij&
32N20(N0+1) &J&2 | [J(H )&J[H]]2 dF ij
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by the cr -inequality, Jensen’s inequality and the assumption (A2) and (A3).
Finally, by Lemma A.2(2), it follows that
E[v^i ( j)&v~ i ( j)]232N 20(N0+1) &J&2 &J$&2 }
m0
r n0
=O \ 1n0 +
which completes the proof for the diagonal elements of Vi, ni .
For the off-diagonal elements set
v~ i ( j, j $)=
ni
(*ij } &1)(*ij $ } &1)+4i, jj $&1
:
ni
k=1
_*ijk*ij $k(Y ijk } (J)&Y ij } } (J))(Y ij $k } (J)&Y ij $ } } (J))
and note that E[v~ i ( j, j $)]=vi ( j, j $). Then, the consistency for the off-
diagonal elements follows in a similar way as for the diagonal elements. K
Proof of Theorem 3.6. As in the proof of Theorem 3.5, we define an
‘‘estimator’’ {~ ij for {ij defined in (3.11) where the unobservable random
variables Yijks(J)) are used. Let Y i } k } (J)=d &1 dj=1 Y ijk } (J) and let
S 2ik1 = 
d
j=1 
mijk
s=1 (Yijks(J)&Y ijk } (J))
2 and S 2ik2=
d
j=1 (Y ijk } (J)&Y i } k } (J))
2.
Then it follows by Lancaster’s Theorem that E(S 2ik1)=(Mik&d ) :i and
E(S 2ik2)=(d&1) ;i+(1&d
&1) : i dj=1 m
&1
ijk where :i=_
2
i &ci** and
;i=ci**&ci*. Now let
cijk=
1
Mik&d _
1
m ijk
&
1
d
:
d
t=1
1
mitk &
and let {~ ij=n&1i 
ni
k=1 {~ ijk where
{~ ijk=cijkS 2ik1+
1
d&1
S 2ik2
are independent, uniformly bounded random variables, k=1, ..., ni , since
|cijk |1, S 2ik1dm0 &J&2 and S 2ik2d &J&2 . Moreover, E({~ ijk)={ijk and
hence, by independence,
E({~ ij&{ij)2=
1
n2i
:
ni
k=1
E({~ ijk&{ijk)2=O \ 1n i+ .
Finally, it is shown that E({^ij&{~ ij)2  0 as ni  . By Jensen’s inequality
and by the cr-inequality,
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E({^ij&{~ ij)2
1
ni
:
ni
k=1
E({^ijjk&{~ ijk)2

1
ni
:
ni
k=1 \2c
2
ijk E[S
2
ik1&S
2
ik1]
2+
2
(d&1)2
E[S 2ik2&S
2
ik2]
2+ .
Further note that |Yijks+, ijks |2&J& . Thus,
(S 2ik1&S
2
ik1)
2=\ :
d
j=1 _ :
mijk
s=1
(,2ijks&Y
2
ijks)&m ijks (,
2
ijk } &Y
2
ijk } )&+
2
8dm20 &J&
2
 :
d
j=1 _
1
m ijk
:
mijk
s=1
(,ijks&Yijks)2
+\ 1mijk :
mijk
s=1
(,ijks&Yijks)+
2
&
16dm20 &J&
2
 :
d
j=1
1
mijk
:
mijk
s=1
(J[H (X ijks)]&J[H(X ijks)])2
by Jensen’s inequality and the cr -inequality. Furthermore, by Lemma A.2(2),
E(S 2ik1&S
2
ik1)
2
16d 2m30 &J&
2
 &J$&
2

rni
=O \ 1ni+ .
In the same way it follows that
(S 2ik2&S
2
ik2)
216d &J&2 :
d
j=1
1
mijk
:
mijk
s=1
(J[H (X ijks)]&J[H(Xijks)])2
and hence, by Lemma A.2(2),
E(S 2ik2&S
2
ik2)
2
16d 2m0 &J&2 &J$&2
rni
=O \ 1ni+
and the result follows. K
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